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Elders share stories of what it meant to live in remote Alaskan communities in the days before
snowmobiles, when sled dogs provided the only reliable means of travel during winter. Mushing
in rural Alaska isn't just an opportunity to form a life-long bond between musher and sled dogs;
it's a chance for Alaska Native youth to stay in touch with part of their heritage and history.
Denali's canine rangers connect the past to the present. Sled dogs and rangers continue to
work together to protect the wilderness of the park as they have since the s. Renowned for
conserving wildlife and supporting intact ecosystems, Denali was recognized early for its
contribution to scientific research and discovery. A protected, living laboratory in which to
observe natural processes at work, it continues to attract new generations of naturalists, field
biologists, and climatologists from around the world. Nikolai is a remote Alaska village located
in central Alaska near the Kuskokwim River. In June elders of the community came together and
taught their youth how to build a fishwheel, which is a device Athabaskans have used for
centuries to catch fish. In July , a group of 35 visitors who are deaf ventured by bus into Denali.
This is what they had to say about their experience. Learn more about planning a trip to Denali
with accessibility in mind. You will also find our videos on our YouTube channel and on our
Flickr Photostream. If you get to the voicemail, please leave a message and we'll call you back
as soon as we finish with the previous caller. Explore This Park. Info Alerts Maps Calendar
Reserve. Alerts In Effect Dismiss. Dismiss View all alerts. Alaskan Elders: Timeless Tales From
the Trail Open Captioned Elders share stories of what it meant to live in remote Alaskan
communities in the days before snowmobiles, when sled dogs provided the only reliable means
of travel during winter. Duration: 4 minutes, 14 seconds. Alaska Youth: Mushing with Pride
Open Captioned Mushing in rural Alaska isn't just an opportunity to form a life-long bond
between musher and sled dogs; it's a chance for Alaska Native youth to stay in touch with part
of their heritage and history. Duration: 4 minutes, 57 seconds. Visit our keyboard shortcuts
docs for details Duration: 21 minutes, 31 seconds Denali's canine rangers connect the past to
the present. Denali Science and Research Renowned for conserving wildlife and supporting
intact ecosystems, Denali was recognized early for its contribution to scientific research and
discovery. Duration: 7 minutes, 13 seconds. Duration: 4 minutes, 40 seconds. Learn more about
planning a trip to Denali with accessibility in mind Duration: 4 minutes, 50 seconds. Last
updated: October 14, Webcams in Denali. Photo Galleries. Video Series: Backpacking in Denali.
Video Series: "The Puppy Paws". Help us make your virtual visit as good as the real thing. Tell
us about your experience on NPS. Take a Short Survey. Most visitors see the park during its
short summer window June-August. A winter visit is a chance to see what the park looks like for
the rest of the year! Whether you are just around for a short walk through the woods, or are
coming for a lengthy ski or snowshoe adventure, you'll have a chance to experience the "real"
Denali. Along the way, you'll notice some of the things that make this such a beautiful part of
the world:. Depending on conditions and your interest, you could spend all day exploring Denali
under your own power. We suggest preparing for at least a half-hour, so you can really get a
sense of the stillness and peacefulness that is Alaska in winter. Working animals are allowed
anywhere in Denali. This means, for example, that you may ski-jor with your dog ski-joring is
where a dog is in a harness and helps pull you as you cross-country ski. Pets may also be
walked on the park road and some trails, on a 6' or shorter leash. Learn more about visiting
Denali with pets. There are no special fees for recreating in the park, although there is an overall
park entrance fee. It's a great starting point for you to acquire trail maps and learn about
conditions before setting off, or warm up by the fire after some time spent outdoors. We
consider "winter" to start by October, although in some years there isn't very much snow until
November or even December. Once snow has arrived, it usually stays until April. Technically,
Denali never closes - so if you wish to ski or hike by moonlight, you are welcome to do so. For
safety's sake, however, we suggest you do the majority of your recreation during daylight
hours. In the darkest part of winter i. Check out the latest winter trail conditions with the map
below. Until it snows enough to make winter travel possible, this map will not have current
conditions information. Instead, it will have blue lines that indicate common trail routes. Once
snow falls, and rangers travel various trails, updates will display on this map. Trails will be
color-coded to indicate relative difficulty. There will also be icons that indicate where the park
sled dogs have recently travelled. Explore This Park. Along the way, you'll notice some of the
things that make this such a beautiful part of the world: Low-angle sunlight Photographers talk
about the "golden hour," when the sun is low in the sky at dawn or dusk and the landscape gets
a gentle golden or reddish hue. This far north, the sun hangs low in the sky most of the time
that it is up, meaning the landscape often has a magical, soft light on it. Tranquility With just a
few visitors coming each day in winter, this is an opportunity to feel like you're in an incredibly
remote and peaceful world, just a few minutes away from the winter visitor center. Stars With
short days and long nights, star gazing is possible from early evening through late morning.

The Big Dipper, Orion and other constellations become vivid thanks to very little light pollution.
Pets Allowed. Activity Fee. Trails are of course always hike-able, even when there is no snow.
Time of Day. All trails in Denali can be uneven terrain once snow falls and boots pack down a
path on them. The Denali Park Road is plowed in winter as far as Park Headquarters, and the
snow is groomed for several miles beyond that point. The snow will sometimes remain loose or
unconsolidated, however, so use caution if proceeding beyond Park Headquarters. Backcountry
Trail Conditions Check out the latest winter trail conditions with the map below. Last updated:
December 31, Denali is six million acres of wild land, bisected by one ribbon of road. Travelers
along it see the relatively low-elevation taiga forest give way to high alpine tundra and snowy
mountains, culminating in North America's tallest peak, 20,' Denali. Wild animals large and small
roam un-fenced lands, living as they have for ages. Solitude, tranquility and wilderness await.
Read More. Closed in winter? Not Denali! Winter is a great time to explore the park, whether by
foot, ski, snowshoe, bike or other means! Check our phased re-opening plan; find out how
much of the road is open for you to drive; which campgrounds are open; and more. Traveling
where wild animals live can be intimidating even for the most savvy hiker. Have a fun, safe visit
by following these guidelines. What's in a name? Surprisingly, a lot. Learn more about what the
mountain is called and why. Are you prepared? Make sure you are ready before you head out on
your adventure. Help leave a light footprint on the land and learn what you can do to help with
our zero landfill initiative! If you get to the voicemail, please leave a message and we'll call you
back as soon as we finish with the previous caller. Explore This Park. Info Alerts Maps Calendar
Reserve. Alerts In Effect Dismiss. Dismiss View all alerts. More than a mountain Denali is six
million acres of wild land, bisected by one ribbon of road. Plan a Winter Visit. Wildlife Safety.
Photo Galleries. Denali or Mt. Wilderness Safety. Zero Landfill Initiative. Last updated: October
30, Meet the Sled Dogs. Short and Sweet Denali History Nuggets. Bears, Moose and More
Wildlife Safety. Help us make your virtual visit as good as the real thing. Tell us about your
experience on NPS. Take a Short Survey. It can be hard to get here, but you can bring Denali
into your classroom instead! Learn about this tall peak and why exactly Denali is so tall in this
program specifically designed for 4th-6th grade. The education staff at Denali can visit your
classroom for free via the internet. Using a Zoom videoconferencing connection, Denali
becomes just a click away. Once connected, our staff will spend an hour teaching your class
about Denali's amazing natural resources using interactive lessons and activities. Please
contact the Denali education team if you have questions about other videoconferencing
platforms. Denali's Distance Learning programs are a fun and interactive way for our education
rangers to visit your classroom for free! Spaces are limited and registration is handled on a
first-come, first-served basis. Download Geology Pre-Activity. Download Geology Post-Activity.
Download Geology Additional Reading. Download Geology Teacher Guide. Explore This Park.
Overall Rating Excellent. Lesson Plans Loading results Last updated: December 30, Show 10 40
per page. If you get to the voicemail, please leave a message and we'll call you back as soon as
we finish with the previous caller. Explore This Park. Info Alerts Maps Calendar Reserve. Alerts
In Effect Dismiss. Dismiss View all alerts. On a night of moderate activity, you might see a
single band of green aurora. Make sure you know how, when, and where to look for the aurora ,
and then help make your aurora-viewing experience as exciting and rewarding as possible by
setting reasonable expectations before your trip. Make no mistakeâ€”seeing the aurora is just
as awe-inspiring as you likely hope it will be. But pictures often represent phenomena like the
aurora differently than how our own eyes are capable of perceiving them. When photographers
use cameras to take photos of the aurora and the night sky, they use long exposures. To take
each photograph, the camera lens is left open for several seconds at a time. Because the sky is
dark and the aurora is relatively faint, collecting those photons for many seconds allows the
photograph to appear brighter than the same scene will to your eye. You can improve your own
nighttime eyesight by allowing your eyes at least 30 minutes outside to adjust to the dark and
avoiding bright light sources, such as flashlights or cell phones. The aurora as well as the stars,
the Milky Way, and anything else you might hope to see will start to appear brighter to your
dark-adapted eyes. When the aurora is extremely faint, it may appear mostly white to you.
Seeing other colors like reds and purples is extremely rareâ€”consider yourself very lucky if
you get to witness this! Finally, be aware that time lapses and videos can exaggerate the
movement of the aurora. More commonly, it appears as a more stationary band of light that
could take several minutes to slowly move in a wave across the sky. Light Pollution Denali is a
great location for viewing the aurora because we are located at a far northern latitude and
because there is very limited light pollution. Light pollution is found in towns, cities, and other
developed areas where excessive artificial light brightens the natural environment. Dark night
skies are valued by people who enjoy stargazing and aurora-viewing as well as by astronomers
studying our universe through telescopes. The ability to identify constellations, to pass down

stories about the night sky, and to develop an appreciation for observing planets, galaxies, and
other wonders of the night sky are all at risk when people do not grow up with these
experiences. Light pollution is a quickly-reversible form of pollution, so you can make a
difference and help keep night skies dark for people and animals alike. Limited and thoughtful
outdoor lighting is both environmentally friendly and energy efficient, as light is not wasted
shining into the sky or into other areas where it is not needed. Choose night-sky-friendly
lighting for your home and encourage your neighbors to do the same. Why Dark Skies Matter
Although the night sky is appreciated by many, it is physically intangible and has taken longer
to be recognized as a natural resource that requires protection. Today, the National Park
Service studies the night sky and has scientists who work to protect it. Dark skies provide
people with an opportunity to connect with our past and with our culture as we identify
constellations and pass stories down through generations. They can humble us as we
contemplate the size of our solar system, our galaxy, and the universe. They are also a critical
component of natural ecosystems and are relied upon by wildlife to survive in the naturally dark
environments they are adapted to. If you enjoy stargazing, you might already be familiar with
some of the most well-known Greek constellations such as Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, Orion, and
Cassiopeia. But Alaska Native people have paid attention to the stars for thousands of years
and have their own constellations and associated star stories. Learn More About the Aurora.
Tags: aurora aurora borealis. Last updated: June 9, Driving into the Park in Winter. Winter Visit
to the Sled Dog Kennels. Help us make your virtual visit as good as the real thing. Tell us about
your experience on NPS. Take a Short Survey. Through this five-part video series, you'll follow a
group of seasoned hikers as they embark on a journey through Alaska wilderness. Before you
set out, make sure you plan well enough to come back safely, and leave the backcountry as
pristine as you find it No campfires allowed. Strive always to leave no trace while hiking in the
backcountry At the end of a long day, look for an appropriate site to camp for the night Pack out
food and scraps. Disperse gray water widely. Seeing a wild animal in the backcountry can be an
incredible experience. But knowing how to behave in an encounter scenario might make all the
difference Learn more about wildlife safety. If you get to the voicemail, please leave a message
and we'll call you back as soon as we finish with the previous caller. Explore This Park. Info
Alerts Maps Calendar Reserve. Alerts In Effect Dismiss. Dismiss View all alerts. Video Series:
The Denali Backcountry. NPS Photo Through this five-part video series, you'll follow a group of
seasoned hikers as they embark on a journey through Alaska wilderness. Required viewing for
backpackers Watching this five-part video series is required as part of acquiring a backcountry
permit. Be aware, you will still be required to watch the series here at the park as part of your
permit process. The series is intended to help you plan and prepare for your backcountry trip
before you ever leave home, and to offer you a sense of what it means to backpack in
wilderness. Useful for all visitors All visitors, campground users, and dayhikers are encouraged
to watch individual chapters as wellâ€”particularly the fifth video, on wildlife safety. Use the
lists of key concepts to decide which chapters are most helpful for you. Visit our keyboard
shortcuts docs for details Duration: 6 minutes, 38 seconds Before you set out, make sure you
plan well enough to come back safely, and leave the backcountry as pristine as you find it Visit
our keyboard shortcuts docs for details Duration: 9 minutes, 19 seconds Strive always to leave
no trace while hiking in the backcountry Visit our keyboard shortcuts docs for details Duration:
8 minutes, 22 seconds At the end of a long day, look for an appropriate site to camp for the
night Visit our keyboard shortcuts docs for details Duration: 12 minutes, 49 seconds Seeing a
wild animal in the backcountry can be an incredible experience. Last updated: April 24, How to
Backpack in Denali. Bears, Moose and More Wildlife Safety. Help us make your virtual visit as
good as the real thing. Tell us about your experience on NPS. Take a Short Survey. This site
uses cookies to offer you a better browsing experience. For more information, please visit our
Privacy Policy. Compare Products View Site. View Site. Sometimes segments of the aircraft
market grow stagnant and become ripe for disruption. Designed with more performance, more
versatility, lower operating costs, smarter cabin space and a superior service network, the
Cessna Denali turboprop is rising above the competition. Interior configurations include a
6-seat executive interior complete with a refreshment center or a 9-seat commuter
configuration. The Cessna Denali aircraft has the jet-inspired cabin to meet your every need.
Explore the large, spacious cabin of the Cessna Denali aircraft. Click and drag to move the
camera. If you're looking for a single-engine turboprop an aircraft with an unmatched cabin
experience, request more information here. Denali comes fully equipped with universal v cabin
power outlets and USB charging ports throughout the cabin. Larger cross section offers more
head and shoulder room than the competition. Reconfigurable refreshment center and lavatory
options for mission by mission flexibility. The entire lavatory can be easily removed when
needed to free up the aft cabin for more heavy cargo. A large cargo door and reconfigurable

cabin allows for heavy missions and adventure. The GE Catalyst advanced is the first
clean-sheet engine in more than 30 years in the turboprop segment. Its cutting-edge design
incorporates proven technologies to offer more efficiency, more reliability, more performance,
and simplified ownership. As a world leader in turbine engine manufacturing, GE integrates
dispatch reliability into every engine they produce. GE has more than million flight hours of
FADEC experience and is now introducing a greatly simplified turboprop flying experience for
the Denali. Additive manufacturing turned what was previously parts into just Multistage
single-crystal turbine blades with internal cooling passages help deliver superior combustion
efficiencies and longer overhaul periods. Strong partnerships create convenient solutions. Our
partners at Textron Financial can deliver simple financing solutions tailored to your needs.
Range includes 1 pilot, 4 passengers at high speed cruise. All data is preliminary and subject to
change. Explore Products. Easy to fly with a modern touchscreen flight deck and cu
suzuki wag
2006 ford f150 body parts diagram
jeep tj sound bar speaker size
tting-edge avionics features. State of the art cabin design with more configuration options for
added flexibility. Contact a sales rep Call 1. TXTAV or 1. Learn More. Ramp Vision. Executive
High Density. Power for Portables Denali comes fully equipped with universal v cabin power
outlets and USB charging ports throughout the cabin. More head and shoulder room Larger
cross section offers more head and shoulder room than the competition. Refreshment center
options Reconfigurable refreshment center and lavatory options for mission by mission
flexibility. Optional Lavatory The entire lavatory can be easily removed when needed to free up
the aft cabin for more heavy cargo. Large Cargo Door A large cargo door and reconfigurable
cabin allows for heavy missions and adventure. Textron Financial Need Financing? Discover
More. Specifications Length Height Wingspan. Length 48 ft 9 in Height 15 ft 2 in 4. Wingspan 54
ft 3 in Dimensions Length 48 ft 9 in Go to Cessna Skyhawk. Go to Grand Caravan EX.

